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Introduction 

 Recently, there has been much exposure and attention gathered on the “invisible 

population” on a global scale known as migrant workers. They come from all across the world, 

mostly third world countries, in hopes to seek out a better lifestyle and safer working conditions 

than their previous homes. Per year, there has been an estimated amount of 232 million international 

immigrants and around half of them were actively seeking for jobs. However, in this pursuit for 

work and a steady income, many have placed themselves in danger, as work permits and passports 

are being seized, preventing any of the migrant workers to be able to receive proper pay and rights 

as they would if they were considered a resident. Reports have included resolutions in which migrant 

workers should be granted permanent residence and rights so that the abuse of foreign worker rights 

in turn will be minimized. It has also been noted that between 1 to 3 million immigrants come to the 

United States of America for the prioritized purpose of seeking out better pay and working 

conditions but are treated just as, if not more poorly than they would in their native country.  

In the event that a migrant worker is injured while completing certain tasks at work, they are 

often not admitted to health care centres since according to their records, are not considered 

permanent residents. Migrant worker rights are, some claim, “worse than slavery” and needs to be 

urgently dealt with. There are numerous examples of foreign worker rights abuse, and so the United 

Nations Human Rights Committee needs to finally address it and implement a system that will 

protect and serve the migrant workers in each respective society. 
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Permanent Residency 

 Permanent residency is defined as a visa status that an out of country person may obtain that 

will guarantee indefinite stay in the respective country. It also includes the reception of most to all 

social benefits that are granted to citizens as well, such as health care coverage and the ability to 

work or study anywhere in the respective place. If you are granted a Permanent Residency, you 

automatically gain a “protective shield” under the United Nations Charter of Rights and Freedoms, 

and are eventually allowed to apply for a citizenship of that country. Clearly, however, it cannot be 

distributed to all immigrants as governments would be extremely overwhelmed, causing uneven 

distribution and thus leading to over or under population.  

 

The Fight for Rights 

When immigrants come to more established and defined countries, they are often denied 

permanent residency, thus stripping them from any rights they could have, including a basic right for 

health care. Migrant workers can sometimes have no legal rights, which includes no requirement for 

minimum wage. For example, a victim of migrant worker abuse named Liliane had her rights, 

passport and work permit seized from her by her boss immediately after she came from Uganda to 

be a homestay caregiver, and was only paid a total of $2,100 over a duration of two full years stay. 

Numerous governments have implemented the system that migrant workers be granted full 

permanent residence instead of a temporary work permit, however this has not been granted in 

every country.  

Due to the fact that there are too many foreign workers migrating to the more established 

countries, federal temporary migrant worker programs have decided to discriminate in terms of skills 

and capabilities, and the more able workers are granted permanent residency along with many other 

worker rights. The problem is that many of the foreign workers are from the Global South, which 

means that many of them do not have much experience working in an actual field, thus does not 

qualify many of them for the permanent residence status. More than 50% of the farm workers 

within the United States are unauthorized workers with no legal status and temporary migrant 

workers are denied settlement services, thus violating basic human rights.  
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Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Families 

 The United Nations Convention on Migrant Workers’ Rights is an internationally adopted 

treaty which governs the protection of the people, more specifically in the field of human rights, and 

furthermore, migrant worker rights. It was first looked upon on December 18, 1990, and entered 

into action on July 1, 2003. The Convention’s objective is to encourage equal rights for the migrant 

workers and to remind countries that migrants are also human beings and not just a workforce. The 

UNHCR was similar in the way that while they did not attempt at the implementation of any new 

rights or laws, the UN was aiming to guarantee same working conditions and same minimum wage 

for the temporary workers as if person had a citizenship.  

Encompassed within this treaty is a section, most notably Article 7 which highlights the 

protection of the migrant workers regardless of any ethnic or religious differences, and that they 

should not be discriminated against. The problem with the treaty was that there were only a total of 

48 countries that completely ratified the Convention, and several countries have signed it but are 

technically not bound by the law. A majority of the countries that ratified the Convention were 

countries of which migration and leaving of the original land was very common, and thus their 

governments wanted to provide them with the resources they would require to make a living 

elsewhere, however none of the migrant-receiving states in Europe or North America have ratified 

the Convention.  

 

Business and Corporate Profits 

 Multiple large scale businesses profit from the use of migrant workers illegally because they 

are not technically considered residents. The working conditions that many of these immigrants 

come from are almost inhumane sometimes, and the workers are desperate for anything less harmful 

that would be able to earn them money. Businesses feed off of this fact and use it to their advantage 

by providing them with a job of the lowest quality and paying them far less than they should. 

However, there is no mandatory monitoring system that enforces transparency and equality within a 

business, as it is almost always on a voluntary basis.  

When a monitoring system is optional, none of the guilty businesses will offer to begin one 

and thus the cycle begins again. The International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC) released a 
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study that claims that the world’s 50 largest companies are hiding but using around 116 million 

undocumented workers, which amounts to around 94% of all the workers that are connected to 

their businesses. It is clear that there is no “moral compass” that is in place when businesses decide 

to make profit off of exploiting workers. ITUC has created a list of which businesses should adhere 

to in order to minimize the exploitation of the migrant workers that include providing a safe 

working environment, ending short-term contracts, paying a minimum wage, and allows for 

collective bargaining. This is important to ensure the safety and the happiness of the migrant 

workers who sacrificed everything in order to make a living for their family. According to the ITUC, 

if these guidelines are followed and ideal working conditions for a lower paid job were reached, 

some companies would have the ability and the resources to pay the informal workers around 

$5,000 extra per year, which is being withheld currently and used on other things.  

Some believe that if businesses do not adhere to the guidelines imposed by the ITUC, the 

business itself will be forced to shut down, however that would ultimately have a very negative effect 

on the economy, thus possibly toppling society’s comfortable way of living, so it is important to 

look for a solution where the businesses can profit enough so that everyone in society can, but in 

addition to that, workers are feeling like they have received the basic human rights, if not more than 

that.  

 

Worker Safety and Security 

 Since many migrant workers were not granted a permanent residency card, they are not 

offered any form of health care benefits so that if they are injured in their workplace, the 

government is technically not held to any obligation to care for them. Usually, if a worker gets hurt 

at work and is larger than simply a band-aid or a small tissue, the workers are usually sent home or 

deported as soon as possible to avoid any health care complications and such. There have been 

many cases in which workers have been severely injured but deported back to their homeland 

without any proper treatment. In the workforce, the laborers are treated very poorly and the safe 

working conditions are nonexistent.  

The average life of migration and farm work is around 49 years to live, however if one is a 

middle class US citizen, they will live until approximately 75 years old, due to the environment that 

they surround themselves in, and the effect that it has on the worker’s health. The Lien Centre for 
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Social Innovation determined that around 60% of the lower skilled workers have a higher rate of 

mental illness within that community. For example, Jamaican farm hand Sheldon McKenzie shed 

light on the worker program, as he was severely injured during his work hours. Instead of his health 

being the primary concern, the deportation of Mr. McKenzie was all the officials were talking about, 

and how they needed to eradicate these weaker links.  

 

Pertinent Questions 

• Is it justifiable to be able to pay technically non resident workers a little less than minimum 

wage? If so, what should be the limit? 

• What consequences should be imposed for the businesses that do not adhere to the 

Convention guidelines? 

• How would these guidelines be enforced, but not harmful so that both the workers and the 

business corporations will benefit? 

• How would consequences be formed for the countries who have not yet signed the 

Convention, so therefore are not held to any liability issues or standards? 

• How would awareness be raised so that if possible consequences do not work, societal 

pressure would convince countries to abolish the abuse of migrant workers? 
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